Understanding the structures of political debates (which actors make what claims) is essential for understanding democratic political decision-making. The vision of computational construction of such discourse networks from newspaper reports brings together political science and natural language processing. This paper presents three contributions towards this goal: (a) a requirements analysis, linking the task to knowledge base population; (b) a first release of an annotated corpus of claims on the topic of migration, based on German newspaper reports; (c) initial modeling results.
Introduction
Democratic decision making can follow broadly two logics: In a technocratic, depoliticized mode, decision-making is carried out by administrative staff and experts. However, arguably most political decisions affecting large populations attract public attention and thus happen in a politicized mode, in which public debates accompany decision making (de Wilde, 2011; Zürn, 2014; Haunss and Hofmann, 2015) . Understanding the structure and evolution of political debates is therefore essential for understanding democratic decision making. Recent innovations that combine political claims analysis (Koopmans and Statham, 1999) with network science under the name of discourse network analysis (Leifeld, 2016a) allow us to systematically analyze the dynamics of political debates based on the annotation of large newspaper corpora. So far, such studies have been carried out manually.
In this paper, we outline the road towards using computational methods from natural language processing for the construction of discourse networks -working towards an integrated methodological framework for Computational Social Science. We make three contributions: (a) a requirements analysis; (b) a manually annotated corpus of claims from 
Discourse Networks: Actors and Claims
Discursive interventions are one element among several that influence policy making (Schmidt and Radaelli, 2004) . But the exact mechanisms of political discourse and under which condition discursive interventions do or do not translate into political decisions are largely unknown. At least there seems to be a general agreement that the formation and evolution of discourse coalitions is a core mechanism (Hajer, 1993; Sabatier and Weible, 2007) .
A discourse coalition can be generally defined as "a group of actors who share a social construct" (Hajer, 1993, p. 43) . Political Claims Analysis (Koopmans and Statham, 1999) provides a framework in which claims, that is demands, proposals, criticisms, or decisions in the form of statements or collective actions reported in newspaper articles are attributed to (groups of) actors and are categorized. Actors and claims can be represented as the two classes of nodes in a bipartite affiliation network. In Figure 1 , actors are circles, claims are squares, and they are linked by edges that indicate support (green) or opposition (orange). A discourse coali-tion is then the projection of the affiliation network on the actor side (dotted edges), while the projection on the concept side yields the argumentative clusters present in the debate.
NLP and Political Science
Our analytical goals have connecting points with a range of activities in NLP. There has been considerable work in Social Media Analysis using NLP -in particular sentiment analysis (e.g. Ceron et al. 2014) , but also going into fine-grained analysis of groups of users/actors (Cesare et al., 2017) . Nevertheless, most analyses in social media concern typically relatively broad categories, such as party preferences (see Hong et al. 2016 for a comparison of social media and news texts). NLP techniques are also used for stance classification (e.g. Vilares and He 2017) and measuring ideology in speeches (Sim et al., 2013) , and there is a fair amount of work on agenda-setting and framing (e.g. Tsur et al. 2015; Field et al. 2018 ). To our knowledge, finegrained distinctions both for actors and claims that are necessary for discourse network consideration (cf. Section 4) have not been explored in depth.
Also related is the growing field of argumentation analysis/mining (e.g. Peldszus and Stede 2013; Swanson et al. 2015; Stab and Gurevych 2017) . However, a core interest there is analyzing the argument structure of longer pieces of argumentative text (i.e., claims and their (recursive) justifications), whereas we focus on the core claims that actors put forward in news coverage.
The aspect of dynamics in interaction among actors is shared with work on the extraction of actor/character networks from texts, which has been applied mostly to literary texts (Elson et al., 2010; Hassan et al., 2012; Iyyer et al., 2016) .
Computational Construction of Discourse Networks
Seen as an end-to-end task, the computational construction of affiliation networks from newspaper articles as introduced in Section 2 represents a task that combines binary relation extraction (Doddington et al., 2004; Hendrickx et al., 2010) with ontologization (Pennacchiotti and Pantel, 2006; Hachey et al., 2013, i.a.) . The task can be decomposed conceptually as shown in Figure 2 . From bottom to top, the first task is to identify claims and actors in the text (Tasks 1 and 2). Then, they need to be mapped onto entities that are represented in the affiliation graph, that is, discourse referents for actors (Task 3: entity linking) and categories for claims (Task 4). Next, claims need to be attributed to actors and classified as support or opposition (Task 5). Finally, relations need to be aggregated across documents (Task 6).
This setup is related to Knowledge Base Population (McNamee et al., 2010) and presents itself as a series of rather challenging tasks:
Actor and claim ontologies. The actors and claims can either be known a priori (then Tasks 3 and 4 amount to classification) or can emerge from the data (then they become clustering tasks). We assume that there is a limited set of claims that structures public debates on a given topic (Koopmans and Statham, 2010) . We thus build on an expert-defined ontology of claims (cf. Section 5). With regard to actors, the issue is less clear: knowledge bases such as Wikidata cover many persons in the public eye. However new actors can appear and take on importance at any time.
Discourse context. Tasks 3 and 4 regularly involves coreference resolution: in the example, the expression the amendment can only be mapped to the correct claim if its content can be inferred. Similarly, actors realized as pronouns have to be resolved. Coreference resolution is still a difficult problem (Martschat and Strube, 2014) .
Dependencies among tasks. The various tasks are clearly not independent of one another, and joint models have been developed for a subset of the tasks, such as coreference and relation detection (Almeida et al., 2014) or entity and relation classification (Miwa and Sasaki, 2014; Adel and Schütze, 2017; Bekoulis et al., 2018) . However, state-of-the-art models still struggle with sentence complexity, and there are no comprehensive models of the complete task including aggregation. 
Claim Ontology and Corpus Annotation
We now demonstrate the first steps of computational discourse network construction in a concrete political context, namely the major topic of German politics of 2015: the domestic debate on (im-) migration precipitated by the war in Syria. Claim Ontology. Following established approaches to content analysis from political science (Leifeld, 2016b) , we chose an approach that combines deductive and inductive elements to identify an initial set of topic-specific claim categories. First, we review the literature, extract relevant categories, and validate and extend them based on an initial sample of newspaper articles from Die Tageszeitung, a large left-leaning German quality newspaper (www.taz.de). This results in eight superordinate categories (cf. Table 1 ) and 89 subcategories, capturing a variety of different political positions. These categories and their definitions form the codebook that the annotation is based on. 1 Annotation Process. Annotation follows a procedure successfully used by Haunss et al. (2013) in the analysis of the German nuclear phase-out debate (2011). The analysis of articles is carried out in double, independent annotation by trained student research assistants. An example of a text passage and its corresponding annotation is presented in the following sentence:
( out. Crucially, cross-cutting ("multi-label") claims can instantiate multiple categories. In our annotation, about 17% of all claims carry multiple labels. Frequent combinations at the top level are C2+C8 (procedural aspects of residency) and C1+C5 (international perspective on migration control).
Building on experience and tool components from text annotation efforts in Digital Humanities projects (in particular the Center for Reflected Text Analytics, https://www.creta. uni-stuttgart.de/en/), we developed a web-based annotation tool, shown in Figure 3 , which both streamlines annotation and encourages consistency. Annotation involves first marking claim and actor spans in the text and then selecting the correct categories for the claims and the correct referent for the actor from drop-down lists. See Blessing et al. (2019) for details.
Reliability and Adjudication. We compute annotation reliability of the original student annotators for the two initial and most immediate annotation steps (cf. Figure 2) , namely claim detection (Task 1) and classification (Task 4). For claim detection, a classical single-label classification task, we use Cohen's Kappa: For each sentence, we compare whether the two annotators classified the sentence as part of a claim or not. We obtain a Kappa value of 0.58. For claim classification, a multi-label classification task, we cannot use Kappa. Instead, we compute Macro-F1 for all top level categories, and obtain an average F1 score of 63.5%.
These numbers, while still leaving room for improvement, indicate moderate to substantial agreement among the student annotators. The two sets of annotations per document are subsequently reviewed and adjudicated by senior domain experts to create a reliable gold standard.
Dataset Release. With this paper, we publicly release 423 fully annotated articles from the 2015 Tageszeitung. 179 articles contain at least one claim. In total, 982 Claims in 764 different text passages have been annotated. This includes additional information such as actor attributes (name, party membership, etc.), date and position. This dataset -together with documentation and annotation guidelines is available for research purposes at https://github.com/ mardy-spp/mardy_acl2019.
Remaining Challenges. A number of challenges remain. A technical one is the identification of relevant documents: keyword-based methods turn out to be insufficient. A conceptual one is that not all decisions made in the design of the claim ontology hold up to broad-coverage annotation. Political science has defined the ideal of 'multi-pass coding' (Leifeld, 2016b) according to which the researcher constantly reviews and updates annotation in an iterative process, adding and collapsing categories as needed. We perform such updates at regular intervals, but they can only be meaningfully applied to the adjudicated gold standard, not individual annotations. Thus, our reliability is likely underestimated by the analysis above.
Modeling results
Due to space restrictions, this paper only reports on first steps towards computational construction of discourse networks. Specifically, we present pilot models for Tasks 1 and 4 (claim identification and attribution), the two tasks for which we also presented reliability analyses in Section 5.
Data setup. We randomly sampled 90% of our dataset for training and evaluate on the other 10%; the split is published with the dataset. We discarded articles with no claims.
Claim Identification. We model claim identification as a sequence labeling task: The model labels each token in a sentence as B-Claim, I-Claim or Outside, adopting a BIO schema.
We experiment with two model architectures. The first one is BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) , a stateof-the-art transformer-based neural network model, which we fine-tune on our training data. The second is a current architecture for sequence labeling that consists of an embedding layer, an LSTM layer, and a CRF layer. 2 We use word embeddings from FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) . In order to add task and domain specific representations and resolve Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) problem, we experiment with a second embedding approach, namely learning character-based embeddings from which we compute word-level embeddings by feeding the character embeddings through a CNN and max-pooling the out. Depending on the experimental condition (see below), we use either just the word-based or a concatenation of the word-based and character-based embeddings, and train the embeddings on different corpora.
All embeddings are fed to a bidirectional LSTM layer for contextualization. To jointly model the label sequence, we use a CRF layer on top. For a sequence with n words, we parameterize the distribution over all possible label sequences, Y, as
(1)
is the set of representation produced by BiLSTM for each input word and φ i (y i−1 , y i , d) is a function calculating emission and transition potentials between the tags y i−1 and y i . During training, we maximize the loglikelihood function over the training set
During inference, the sequence with highest conditional probability is predicted by a Viterbi decoder:
Experimentally, we compared BERT against versions of our own model which (a) do and do not include the CRF layer; (b) do or do not use the character-level embeddings; (c) train embeddings on different corpora. We measure performance as F1 scores per-class, and macro F1 scores overall.
We started with a simple model, (1), using the default Wikipedia FastText word-level embeddings and without CRF layer. Moving to in-domain TAZ embeddings, (2), improves performance by 4 points macro F1, with a slight further improvement of 0.5 points by adding character-level embeddings in (3). Adding a CRF layer to obtain the full model, (4), yields a further major increase by 7 points Fscore and results in the best overall model with 66.3 macro F1. This model also outperforms BERT, (6), numerically in macro F1 and for the two classes (I-C) and (O). This model still profits substantially from the in-domain embeddings: replacing them by Wikipedia-trained ones in model (5) results in a drop of 11 points.
Claim Classification. For our experiments on claim classification, we assume that claims have already been detected. To each claim span, we assign one or more of the top categories from the claim ontology (cf. Section 5), i.e., we perform multi-class multi-label classification.
In terms of models, we evaluate a fine-tuned version of BERT against three standard classification architectures: a unigram Naive Bayes model and Multi-Layer Perceptron and BiLSTM architectures based on TAZ-trained FastText embeddings that performed well in the previous experiment. All models perform multi-class classification by making a binary decision for each class. Table 3 shows the results, using the same F1 measures as before. BERT excels at this task, followed by the two embedding-based models; Naive Bayes comes last. Interestingly, the models differ in their performance across classes. BERT tends to make better predictions than the other models for small, homogeneous classes (C3: integration, C4: security) while MLP and BiLSTM do better on the larger and less clearly delineated classes (C1: migration control, C7: society).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have sketched the way towards a Computational Social Science (CSS) framework for the construction of discourse networks (claims and actors) from news coverage of political debates, which has great potential for expanding the empirical basis for research in political science. The complexity of the scenario (fine-grained categories, multi-category claims, complex relations, aggregation) suggests that an attempt at automating the construction in its entirety is currently not realistic at a quality that makes it useful for political scientists.
In the broader picture of a project that derives its motivation both from NLP and from CSS, scaling the computational component is an important objective, but one that should never come at the cost of reliability of the analytical components and methodological validity from the point of view of political science. A carefully laid out task analysis, as put forward in this paper, provides the basis for exploring more interactive "mixed methods" frameworks (see the discussion in Kuhn (to appear)): Computational models for a given set of claim categories can feed semi-automatic corpus annotation through manual post correction of predictions.
Finally, an interleaved cross-disciplinary collaboration may support the future research process further: the claim ontology for a new field of debate could be constructed in a bootstrapping process, combining the political scientists' analytical insights with (preliminary) predictions of computational seed models from partially overlapping fields. In our collaboration, systematic tool support has already made the process of codebook development considerably more effective.
